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QUESTION 1

The hastatus command shows the systems are in STALE_ADMIN_WAIT. What causes this? 

A. The configuration was not closed before restarting HAD. 

B. There is a syntax error in the main.cf configuration file. 

C. There is a main.stale file in the configuration directory. 

D. The main.cf is different on the systems in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which text files are created at the end of a successful run of installvcs -installonly? (Choose three.) 

A. Log 

B. Response 

C. Gabtab 

D. Llttab 

E. Summary 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command retrieves and archives detailed information about the VCS configuration? 

A. hasavecf 

B. hasnap 

C. hasave 

D. haconfig 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which passwords do you need to install and configure VCS and the Oracle Agent with detail monitoring? (Choose two.) 

A. Array user 



B. Root user 

C. Cluster admin user 

D. Oracle user 

E. Cluster operator user 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

The Failover service group named GroupA is FROZEN and is ONLINE|PARTIAL in a two- system cluster. 

The power is unplugged from the system on which GroupA is ONLINE|PARTIAL. 

Given the following configuration file: 

group GroupA ( 

SystemList = { SystemA = 1, SystemB = 2 } 

AutoFailover = 1 

AutoStartList = { SystemA, SystemB } 

Parallel = 0 

) 

What will be the state of GroupA on the surviving system? 

A. ONLINE 

B. OFFLINE 

C. ONLINE|PARTIAL 

D. OFFLINE|PARTIAL 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two standard Veritas Cluster Server resource types can determine if an application has unexpectedly exited?
(Select two.) 

A. Process 

B. FileOnOff 

C. NotifierMngr 



D. Application 

E. Phantom 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

A power problem caused all systems in the cluster to crash. One system has failed to reboot and smoke is coming from
the power supply. The administrator runs gabconfig -a and notices that port a has two of three nodes registered. What
should the administrator do? 

A. edit /etc/gabtab and change the -n3 option to -x 

B. run hasys -force on one of the systems to force HAD to start 

C. run gabconfig -cx on both of the running systems 

D. run gabconfig -cx on one of the running systems 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the impact of a VCS design that requires reducing the value of the MonitorInterval resource type attribute? 

A. Resource failures will take longer to detect. 

B. The monitor portion of the agent must be rewritten. 

C. The systems will experience a lower load. 

D. The systems will experience a higher load. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two features are added to the Java GUI when accessing the Veritas Cluster Server Simulator rather than a
running cluster? (Select two.) 

A. power off/on a system 

B. delete a system 

C. fault a resource 

D. fault a heartbeat link 

E. power off/on a disk array F.remove a heartbeat link 



Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

When preparing to install Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) on systems S1 and S2, which three methods can be used to
verify software compatibility? (Select three.) 

A. check the VCS release notes for supported software 

B. run the installvcs -precheck S1 S2 command 

C. run the installvcs -check S1 S2 command 

D. run the installvcs -compat S1 S2 command 

E. check the Symantec Enterprise Support website 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 11

Cluster1 is being merged into Cluster2. All the appropriate network heartbeat links are in place. The merged cluster
keeps the name and ID of Cluster2. On which cluster(s) will LLT need to be restarted? 

A. Cluster1 

B. Cluster2 

C. Both clusters 

D. Neither cluster 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A resource named resA is added to a running service group. Which command can be used to manually monitor the new
resource? 

A. hares robe resA ys SystemA 

B. hares orce resA ys SystemA 

C. hares onitor resA ys SystemA 

D. hares efreshinfo resA ys SystemA 

Correct Answer: A 
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